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ABSTRACT. Let (T,M") be a smooth involution on a closed n-dimensional manifold with

n _< dimF. This paper gives three necessary and sufficient conditions that (T,M’) is a bounding
involution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (T, Mn) be a smooth involution on a closed n-dimensional manifold. Let F denote the set of

fixed points of (T, M"). This fixed point set is the finite, disjoint union of closed submanifolds of M"
(see [1]). By dimF we mean the dimension of the highest dimensional nonempty component of F. In
Conner’s book ], we know the following important result due to Boardman.

THEOREM (Boardman). If (T,M") be an involution on a closed manifold M" for which

n > dimF, then (T, M") bounds.

But if we change the condition n > dimF into n < dimF in the Boardman Theorem, then

generally the result doesn’t hold. An example can be seen in [3]. In this paper, we focus our attention on

the case in which n < dimF, and give three necessary and sufficient conditions that (T, Mn) with

n < dimF bounds.

Throughout this paper, the coefficient group is Z2. {N} denote the unoriented bordism class of

closed smooth manifold N’, and { (T, M")} the unoriented equivalent bordism class of the involution

(T,M’). RP() denote the total space of the projective space bundle induced by vector bundle

Vm.

2. THE MAIN RESULTS
Recall that the unoriented bordism class of an involution is uniquely determined by the bordism clas.,;

of the normal bundle to the fixed point set ([1]). We denote by MO,(BO(p)) the unoriented bordism

group of real p-dimensional plane bundle over closed smooth m-dimensional manifolds. We have

THEOREM A. Let # --, F l_J k(/ --, F"-k) be the normal bundle to the fixed point set of an

involution (T,M) with n _< dimF. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that {(T,M")} 0 is
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that (9 ([dimF- n] + 1)R F still be the normal bundle to the fixed point set of a certain

involution. (Here [dim nl denote the integer part of dimF n.)
PROOF. For convenience, let a [dim ]. Suppose

e (+) - F= u( e ( +)R -.

still be the normal bundle to the fixed point set of a certain involution, denoted by (T’, V"+a+l). As in

[2], since n + a + 1 n + [dimF n] + 1 > dimF, by the Boardman Theorem, it follows that

{(T’, Vn+a+l)} 0, and thus {#k (9 (a + 1)R --, F’-k } 0 in MO,,_k(BO(k + a + 1)) for each k.

Furthermore, for each k, since

(9 (a + 1)R" MO,_k(BO(k)) MO,,_k(BO(k + a + 1))

is monomorphism, we conclude that for each k,

{u v o

in MO,.,_k(BO(I)). Hence we have {(T,M")} 0.

Conversely, if {(T,M")} =0, then it immediately follows that {#k.__, F,,-k} =0 in

MO,,_k(BO(k)) for each k, and thus {/k (9 iR --, F"-k } 0 in MO,.,_,(BO(k + i)) for each k and

all i. This means that for all i,

u a -. F U k (U ia -* "-)

be the fixed data ofbounding involution. This completes the proe
Now we consider other two necessary and sufficient conditions that involution (T,M") with

n _< dimF bounds.

Given any involution (T, M"), as defined in ], let A (Mn) denote a (n + 1)-dimensional manifold

formed from the product S x M ofthe 1-sphere with M by identifying (z, z) with z, Tz), and an

involution T on A(M") be induced by (z, z) ---, (2, z). Let (To, A(Mn))=(T,M"), and

(T,A’(M")) the r-th iterate of (T,M"). Thus a sequence of involutions (T,A’(M")) are

constructed. In particular, we also know from [1] that the normal bundle to the fixed point set of

,-1(_)-* v .. (u,=0
where/ F U k (/k F,-k) is the original normal bundle to F in M".
LEI 2.1. If U -* F Uk(Uk --*/-k) be the fixed data of an involution (T, M"), then a

neces’7 and sufficient condition that/ (9 rR --, F still be the fixed data of a certain involution is that

{a,(t-)} 0 rot a < - x.
PROOF. First, since Uk(/k err --, p-k)U (U,-(r_ j)R --. A(M")) is the fixed data of0

(T,A’(M")), by [2, p. 328, Section 11, Proposition], we have

f( + u, ) [-] + --’- ’(x + u, z)
0 (2.1)

for all the symmetric polynomial functions Z(z,-.., x,+,) such that degf < n + r.

Next, aecordin8 to [2, p. 328, Section 11, Propoition] again, from (2.1) it is easy to see that

# (9 rR --. F be the fixed data of a cert involutio if and oly if U_Z0 (r j)R Aa(M) also be

the fixed data of a certain involution.

If {A(M’)} 0 for 0 _< j <_ r-1, then (r-j)R-, A(M) with trivial bundle bounds for

0 _< j <_ r- 1. Thus we have
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r-1

/( +,)
=0 H(1 +y) [A(Mn)] 0

for degf < n + r. This means that IAj(r j)R - AJ(M") be the fixed data of a certain involution

On the other hand, suppose U_Sd(r- j)R Aa(M) be the fixed data of a certain involution.
Since dimAa(M") n + j < n + r and all the normal Whitney classes of (r j)R Aa(M) vanish
in position dimension for each j < r- 1, by [1, Theorem 23.1], it immediately follows that

{A (M’)} 0 for 0 < j < r 1. Hence the result holds.
LEMMA 2.2. Let/ F be the fixed data of an involution (T, M’). Then {A (M)} 0 for all

j > r if and only if {RP(# (j + 1)R)} 0 for all j <_ r.

PROOF. According to 1, Lemma 25.6], we have

r-1

{A’(M)} {RP(# (r + 1)R)} +Z {RP(r- j)}{A(M) }. (2.2)
1=0

From (2.2), using induction on r, it is easy to show that the Lemma holds.

Combining Theorem A and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we at once have
TitEOREM B. Let # F be the fixed data of an involution (T, M) with n _< dimF. Then

{ (T,M")} 0 if and only if either

(i) {Aa(M")} 0 for all j _< [dimF n] or

(ii) {RP(# (j + 1)R)} 0 for all j _< [dimF hi.
In [2], Kosniowski and Stong proved that

TtIEOREM C. If (T,M") be a smooth involution with fixed point set of constant dimension and
n > 2dimF, then { (T, M")} 0.

As before, from Theorem C, we also can obtain

TREOREM D. Let (T, M") be a smooth involution with fixed point set F of constant dimension
k and #"- F be the fixed data of (T, M’). If n < 2k, then there exist the following three
necessary and sufficient conditions that { (T, M’)} 0:

(i) {RP(t"-k (i + 1)R)} 0 for all _< 2k n,

(ii) {A’(M)} 0 for all <_ 2k n,

(iii)/- $ (2k n + 1)R --, F still be the fixed data ofa certain involution.

3. TiE NORMAL BUNDLE TO TI FIXED POINT SET
From Lemma 2.1, an interesting result can easily be obtained, i.e., that is the following
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let/ F be the fixed data of an involution (T, M’). If # rR F be

the fixed data of a certain involution, then/ iR -, F also be the fixed data of a certain involution for
each/< r.

Proposition 3.1 can be used well in discussing the existence of the involutions fixing the disjoint
union ofthe 3-projective space with the Dold manifold (see [4]). Here we give a simple example ofusing

Proposition 3.1.

EXAMPLE 1. We define an involution T on RP(3) by

T" (xo,xl,x2,x:) (-xo,xl,x2,x:).

Then the fixed point set of (T, RP(3)) is F I_1RP(2), and it is easy to see that the normal bundle to

F tA RP(2) in RP(3) is

/ F (3R .)I_1 (A RP(2))
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where A RP(2) is a canonical line bundle over RP(2), and denotes a point. From [3], we know
that

(5R .) U (A (B 2R RP(2))

still be the fixed data of an involution (T’, M5) and {M } {RP(2, 0, 0, 0)}. By Proposition 3 1, we
at once know that

(4 - ,) ,, ( - P(2))

must be the fixed data of a certain involution. Of course, we also know that {RP(3)} 0,
{AI(RP(3))} O, {A2(RP(3))} {RP(2, 0,0,0)} :# 0, and thus

(6R .) t_l (, 3R RP(2))

must not be the fixed data ofa certain involution and { (T, RP(3))} : 0.

REMARK. Example tells us that in Theorem A, if # ([dimf n])R --, F be the fixed data

of a certain involution, but/z ([dimF n + 1)R -, F be not the fixed data of a certain involution,
then the result fails. This means that in Theorem B, [-dimF n] is exactly the least upper bound of all j

such that {A(M’)} 0 and {RP( (j + 1)R)} 0.

Before this paper ends, a question iS given.
QUESTION. In Proposition 3.1, if the condition that # -- F be the fixed data of (T, M’) is

omitted, i.e., /z F t_lk(/z F-k) only be thought of as the disjoint union of some vector

bundles, then does Proposition 3.1 still hold or not?
In order to answer this question, we have done many tries, but nothing conclusive. However, we

conjecture that if the condition that # F be the fixed data of (T, M") is omitted in Proposition 3.1,
then the result will still hold.
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